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We study absorption enhancement by light scattering at periodically textured interfaces in thin film
silicon solar cells. We show that the periodicity establishes resonant coupling to propagating
waveguide modes. Ideally, such modes propagate in the high index silicon film where they are
eventually absorbed, but waveguide modes exist also in the transparent front contact layer if the
product of its refractive index and thickness exceeds half the wavelength. Taking into account that
the absorption coefficient of realistic transparent conducing films exceeds the one of silicon close
to its band gap, certain waveguide modes will enhance parasitic absorption in the transparent front
contact. From an analysis based on the statistic distribution of energy among the available
waveguide and radiation modes, we conclude that conventional thin film silicon solar cells with
thick and nonideal contacts may fail to reach the previously noted bulk limit of 4n2Si; instead, a
more conservative limit of 4 n2Si  n2TCO
 
applies. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3569689]
I. INTRODUCTION
A common technological issue for silicon-based solar
cells is the fact that the feasible device thickness must be
kept smaller than the optical absorption length. Surprisingly,
this is true for all types of silicon, regardless whether the
devices are based on amorphous,1,2 nano-, micro-,3,4 or poly-
crystalline material;5 it even applies to wafer-based multi-
crystalline or single-crystal devices.6 In order to absorb
sufficient amounts of light in such thin devices, light scatter-
ing at the interfaces has proven to be a highly successful con-
cept; Redfield proposed to use surface corrugations in the
range of tens of micrometers in order to refract light and
ideally to trap it inside the absorber layer by total internal
reflection;7 this concept has been applied ever since to wa-
fer-based cells with typical thicknesses between 170 and 250
mm, and it becomes increasingly important as the cell thick-
ness is reduced in modern designs. Likewise, very soon after
the demonstration of amorphous thin film solar cells by Carl-
son and Wronski,1 surface textures with accordingly reduced
feature size were introduced for absorption enhancement.2
From an optical point of view, total internal reflection
cannot be perfect in the presence of interface texture; light
trapping must therefore be understood as an equilibrium
between in- and outcoupling. Considering a slab of weakly
absorbing material, Yablonovitch and Cody proposed that
the ratio between effective light path and the thickness of the
slab has an upper limit of 4n2, n being the refractive index of
the absorber material.8 Besides the assumption of weak
absorption and ideal Lambertian scattering at textured inter-
faces, the derivation of Yablonovitch and Cody also assumes
a uniform distribution of energy among a continuous density
of modes that take part in the coupling. Sheng et al. and Gee
pointed out that modifications of the mode density by deter-
ministic grating structures could be used to exceed the 4n2
limit in a desired part of the spectrum at the cost of other
spectral regions.9,10 By replacing continuous counting in
terms of mode densities by a discrete counting scheme that
takes into account coupling to waveguide modes via inter-
face textures, Yu et al. recently reported even higher
enhancement factors up to 4pn2 for certain spectral
regions.11 For nonsilicon absorbers with low refractive index
it was proposed that embedding between high index cladding
layers can enhance the absorption beyond the 4n2 limit via
coupling to evanescent fields.12,13
In this contribution, we discuss the absorption enhance-
ment in realistic thin film solar cells based on amorphous sil-
icon (a-Si). Our considerations are based on the modal
properties of an equivalent multilayer stack, using realistic
values for the thicknesses and the refractive index dispersion
of all components. The model is verified by measuring reso-
nant absorption enhancement in reference devices manufac-
tured on periodic grating substrates. Combining the modal
structure of the realistic cell configuration with the statistical
distribution of energy that is employed for the determination
of light trapping limits, we conclude that in conventional
devices based on silicon, the previously noted limit for light
path enhancement of 4n2Si should be replaced by a more con-
servative value of 4 n2Si  n2TCO
 
, taking into account the re-
fractive index of the transparent conducting oxide, nTCO.
II. EXPERIMENT
We investigated light trapping in thin film silicon solar
cells with periodic interface texture; in order to be fully sen-
sitive to polarization effects, we used one-dimensional gra-
ting substrates with periods of 560 (cf. Fig. 1) and 833 nm
and a peak-to-valley depth of 140 nm. The grating was
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covered by a backreflector consisting of 120 nm of silver
(considered semi-infinite in the theoretical section14) and 60
nm of ZnO buffer layer, which serves to suppress the excita-
tion of the surface plasmon resonance (SPP) at the interface
between silver and the high index silicon layer.15 The active
part of the cell consists of amorphous silicon in a n-i-p
sequence, using a total thickness of 200 nm, which repre-
sents a compromise between absorption and stability against
light-induced degradation.16 Note that the theoretical consid-
erations of the following sections do not take into account
the minor differences in refractive index between doped and
intrinsic material. Finally, a 65-nm-thick indium–tin–oxide
(ITO) film serves as transparent front contact and antireflec-
tion coating.17 The cross section in Fig. 1 shows that the
growth is not completely conformal, the moderate blaze of
the grating substrate gets more and more rounded into a
dome-like structure. Absorption enhancement was character-
ized by measuring the external quantum efficiency (EQE),
which is the ratio of photogenerated charge carriers to the
incident photon flux, measured in the spectral region
between 350 and 800 nm. The excitation of guided modes is
evidenced by clearly resolved resonance peaks in the weakly
absorbing region between 650 and 800 nm. Additionally, we
varied the incident angle and the polarization of the incident
light. Figure 1 shows our measurement geometry; rays of
incident and reflected light span the x–z plane. A 1D grating
with lines parallel to the y-axis thus excites guided modes
that propagate parallel to the x-axis. Using Fresnel notation,
an electric field perpendicular to the x–z plane is denoted by
the lower case letter “s,” whereas an electric field parallel to
the x–z plane is associated with the lower case letter “p.” In
waveguide notation, the former is TE, the latter is TM. Fur-
ther details can be found in Refs.18 and 19.
III. MODEL
The decomposition of radiation phenomena into a super-
position of discrete modes is a powerful concept; if com-
bined with periodic boundary conditions, each discrete mode
can be identified by a point in an equidistant reciprocal lat-
tice; the same decomposition applies if the system itself is
periodic in one or more directions, e.g., for gratings or crys-
tals. In slabs, thin films, or multilayer structures, modal
decomposition is still applicable when periodicity is imposed
in directions parallel to the interfaces (see the following), but
the treatment in the direction perpendicular to the interfaces
requires more attention. Yu et al. employed decomposition
in terms of waveguide modes.11 A particularly simple disper-
sion diagram is obtained for a waveguide that consists of two
ideal metal plates with a separation d that is filled with a ma-
terial of dielectric constant n because electromagnetic waves
will have nodes at the metal surfaces and propagate along
the dielectric. In the remainder of this contribution, we will
refer to this situation as the “idealized model.” If we orient
the plates parallel to the x–y plane, we can choose one of the
axes parallel with the propagation direction, e.g., the x-axis.
The requirement of fitting m multiples of k/2 into the thick-
ness of the dielectric constrains the wave vector component
in the z-direction, resulting in the following dispersion
relation:20
x ¼ c
n
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k2jj þ k2z
q
¼ c
n
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k2jj þ mp=dð Þ2
q
; m ¼ 1; 2; 3;…
(1)
Figure 2 shows plots of the dispersion relations for the low-
est order modes, assuming a 200-nm-thick dielectric, using
the realistic refractive index dispersion of amorphous silicon.
In Fig. 2, it is sufficient to show only the first quadrant repre-
senting forward traveling waves because the dispersion dia-
gram obeys mirror symmetry with respect to the vertical
axis. Thus, the shown dispersion relations have equivalent
branches of backward traveling modes in the second quad-
rant. Setting k||¼ 0 defines the cutoff condition of minimum
energies below which no propagation is allowed. Directly
above cutoff, the group velocity dx/dk|| is zero for all modes.
When the waveguide is regarded simplistically as a set of
two parallel mirrors, this situation corresponds to standing
FIG. 1. Cross section through a solar cell on a line grating with period of
560 nm and peak to valley depth of 140 nm. The initial blaze is gradually
rounded out throughout the multilayer structure.
FIG. 2. (Color online) Dispersion relation of a planar waveguide consisting
of a high index dielectric guiding medium (200 nm a-Si:H) delimited by
metal on both sides. Full lines represent an ideal metal according to Eq. (1),
squares and circles illustrate p- and s-polarization for silver, respectively.
The dashed line denotes the dispersion relation of light in silicon
x ¼ ck0jj=n.
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waves that bounce back and forth in the z-direction without
propagation. With increasing energy, the dispersion relations
approach the properties of wave propagation according to
the dispersion relation of photons in a dielectric material
x¼ (c/n)k||. In the simplistic view, this means that the guided
wave propagates parallel to the interface without feeling any
confinement.
IV. WAVEGUIDE DISPERSION RELATIONS
Analytic forms of the dispersion relation can be given
only for simple situations; for realistic combinations of mate-
rials and stacks of films, they are normally determined
numerically. One such method is based on the idea that prop-
agating modes are resonances of a given system. The disper-
sion relations can then be identified with poles of the Fresnel
coefficients, i.e., setting the denominator equal to zero and
solving for kjj ¼ k0jj þ ik00jj at given energy x.19,21
Figure 2 includes the dispersion relation for the same
waveguide configuration, but using real dielectric data of sil-
ver for the metal plates. Compared to the ideal modal struc-
ture of Eq. (1), the dispersion relations are split into two
branches representing the two polarization directions. The
splitting vanishes at the onset and asymptotically at high
energies, which can again be understood within the simplis-
tic model because at zero degrees, as well as at grazing inci-
dence, the reflection does no longer depend on polarization.
Figure 2 also shows that all modes set in at energies below
those predicted by Eq. (1) because the electromagnetic fields
penetrate to a finite extent into the metal boundaries, which
increases the effective waveguide thickness. For silver, the
photonic skin depth is between 3 and 5 nm in the shown
energy range.20 Generally the s-modes are described well by
Eq. (1) if the waveguide thickness d is increased by about 50
nm, but the behavior of the p-modes is rather difficult to
match. Within the p-modes, the p0 mode is special because it
intersects with the silicon light line and runs at energies sig-
nificantly below all other guided modes. It can be identified
with a SPP whose field amplitude peaks at the dielectric–
metal interface.
Figure 3 shows the dispersion relation of a solar cell
stack using the dimensions given in the experimental section,
and taking into account the dispersion of the refractive indi-
ces in all layers. In the remainder of this contribution, we
will refer to this situation as the “realistic model.” Compared
to the strong confinement of the idealized metal–dielectric–
metal waveguide of Fig. 2, the solar cell is characterized by
much less confined fields that extend a considerable distance
into the air. Some agreement between the shown modes and
characteristics according to Eq. (1) can only be achieved for
effective waveguide thicknesses deff close to 300 nm instead
of 200 nm. A second difference to the configurations of
Fig. 2 is the region above the light line of air, which repre-
sents a continuum of radiating modes that are not guided. In
a dispersion diagram like Fig. 3, radiating modes correspond
to straight lines according to the linear relation x¼ ck. They
emerge from the origin, and only the in-plane wave vector k||
is considered, thus their slope can vary between vertical
(along the energy axis) for perpendicular incidence and the
speed of light (denoted by the light line of air) for grazing
incidence above the surface. Due to the conservation of
energy and momentum, the radiation modes cannot couple to
guided modes; in the dispersion diagram this is manifested
by the fact that the curves of the two types of modes never
intersect.
Figure 3 also illustrates the changes in the modal struc-
ture when the thickness of the ITO front contact is increased
from 65 to 210 nm. This latter thickness yields the third-
order antireflection condition for an incident light of 550 nm;
it is sometimes chosen when 65 nm of ITO are not sufficient
for carrying the photocurrent, and other methods of enhanc-
ing the conductivity like metallic grids or narrower intercon-
nection stripes cannot be applied. It is observed that the
modal structure between the light lines of the low index
materials (ITO/ZnO) and the one of silicon remain almost
unchanged, but the region between the ITO/ZnO light lines
and the one of air now accommodate an additional mode in
the same energy range. By making the ITO layer thicker yet,
this effect can be pronounced to the extent that the modal
structure resembles two completely isolated waveguides; the
first one is formed by an ITO guiding layer embedded
between air and semi-infinite silicon and the second one cor-
responds to a silicon guiding layer between the low index
oxides.22 Incidentally, the same effect is observed when the
thickness of the ZnO buffer layer is increased because the re-
fractive indices of ITO and ZnO are similar.
V. WAVEGUIDE ATTENUATION
The imaginary part k00jj of the dispersion relation repre-
sents the attenuation of a given guided mode. Figure 4 com-
pares the behavior of k00jj for the various modes and the two
different thicknesses of the ITO front contact. At low ener-
gies, all modes follow roughly the absorption coefficient of
the ZnO buffer layer, the only exception from this behavior
is the very weakly attenuated s0 mode. Starting from about
FIG. 3. (Color online) Dispersion relations of the lowest order modes of a
thin film silicon solar cell represented by a stack of air/ITO/a-Si/ZnO/Ag
(symbols). The left- and right-hand panels show s- and p-polarization,
respectively. Dashed lines represent the light lines in air, ZnO ITO, and sili-
con. Solid lines represent the dispersions relations for tripled ITO thickness,
vertical lines illustrate the Brillouin zones for a periodicity of 560 nm along
the x-direction.
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1.5 eV where ZnO and a-Si absorb equally, the attenuation
of most modes starts following the absorption characteristics
of the amorphous silicon absorber layer. For the case of thin
ITO, only the higher order p-modes do not reproduce this
trend, rather they deviate toward the absorption coefficient
of ITO. This effect becomes more pronounced for the case
of thicker ITO, and here also the highest order s-mode fol-
lows. Nevertheless, throughout most of the light trapping
region between 1.6 and 2 eV, the numerical values of the
waveguide attenuation are equal to half the absorption coeffi-
cient of silicon (k00jj ¼aSi=2). Waveguide attenuation itself
can be related to the half-width (HWHM) of a Lorentzian
resonance curve in terms of energy via k00jj ¼ ðn=2cÞDx.23
The combination of these two aspects yields a relation for
the spectral width that guided mode resonances contribute to
an absorption spectrum:
Dx ¼ c
n
aSi: (2)
Based on temporal coupled mode theory, Yu et al. recently
gave the same relation,11 but we note from Fig. 4 that it does
not necessarily apply in general; depending on energy, the
combination of materials and their respective thicknesses, a
given mode may be dominated by absorption in ITO.
Restricting ourselves to the modes that are dominated by sili-
con, we can expect from Eq. (2) that resonances at 1.65 and
1.75 eV are 0.01 and 0.1 eV wide, respectively. However, at
1.95 eV, where amorphous silicon is still considered weakly
absorbing, the spectral width of the resonances is around 0.5
eV, which would already cover the whole light trapping
region.
VI. PERIODICITYAND RECIPROCAL SPACE
Coupling between external radiation and guided modes
can be achieved principally by three means: end-fired wave-
guides,24 frustrated total internal reflection from a prism
across an air-gap,25,26 and coupling by textured interfa-
ces.27,28 Only the last one is relevant to solar cells because it
is applicable on large areas. For the special case of a periodic
texture, Brillouin zones allow a very elegant description of
coupling phenomena. Figure 3 illustrates the Brillouin zones
for the periodicity of 560 nm. In the dispersion diagram, inci-
dent light is no longer uniquely defined by light lines emerg-
ing from the origin, but it can be represented by a multitude
of equivalent lines that are shifted horizontally by integer
multiples of the reciprocal lattice vector. Thus, coupling
takes place whenever one of the equivalent light lines inter-
sects with the dispersion relation of a guided mode in a
higher order Brillouin zone. Alternatively, higher order Bril-
louin zones can be reduced into the first zone as illustrated in
the upcoming Fig. 6.
VII. RESONANCE EXCITATION IN PERIODIC DEVICES
After the theoretical considerations of the previous sec-
tions, we present experimental results on absorption
enhancement by guided mode excitation in solar cells on per-
iodic backreflectors. Figure 5 shows angle resolved EQE
data of a cell on a grating with period of 833 nm, correspond-
ing data for the 560 nm grating can be found in Refs. 18 and
29. Figure 5 shows that the resonance condition for the exci-
tation of a waveguide exhibits a strong angular dispersion,
whereas the interference condition at 610 nm is almost unaf-
fected by the variation of the incident angle between 0 and
55. By noting the energy of a given resonance and convert-
ing the incident angle into a corresponding in-plane wave
vector, we can determine the band structure of a real device
from the experiment. Figures 6 and 7 compare the experi-
mentally measured band structure with the theoretical
results, using a reduced representation in the first Brillouin
zone. We show only the forward propagating modes because
the theoretical model obeys strict mirror symmetry with
respect to the vertical axis. Although some asymmetry might
be expected from the experimental data because of a small
blaze in the grating, we note that this would primarily affect
the coupling strength into forward or backward traveling, but
FIG. 4. (Color online) Attenuation k00jj of s- and p-polarized modes from Fig.
3; ITO thicknesses of 65 and 210 nm are shown in the left- and right-hand
panels, respectively. The full and dashed lines are the absorption coefficients
of amorphous silicon, ITO, and ZnO.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Angle resolved EQEs of solar cells on a grating with
period of 833 nm. The left- and right-hand panels show s- and p-polariza-
tion, respectively. The scale applies to the 0 measurement only (thick line),
incident angles in multiples of 10 are shifted vertically, intermediate char-
acteristic are plotted only partially. The vertical line illustrates the position
of an interference maximum, dashed lines illustrate positions guided mode
resonances.
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not the resonance frequencies that are governed by the
periodicity.
From Fig. 6, it can be concluded that the individual
modes of s-polarization have preferred energy ranges where
they are excited; at low energies between 1.7 and 1.85 eV, we
measured primarily the s1 and s2 modes, whereas excitation
of the s0 mode only starts at 1.8 eV and extends beyond 2 eV.
Overall, the agreement between the flat waveguide model and
the experimental data on the grating is quite acceptable. Exci-
tation of the p-modes proceeds rather differently; first of all,
we note more deviations between the theory and the experi-
ment, good agreement is only observed close to the Brillouin
zone boundaries. Additionally, the excitation is limited exclu-
sively to the p1 and p2 modes, we did not observe any cou-
pling to the p0 and the p3 modes. It appears that different
modes are excited on the grating with the larger period; as
shown in Fig. 7, we observe that in s-polarization the s0 mode
is no longer excited, unfortunately in p-polarization a unique
attribution is not possible due to overlapping characteristics
for this particular choice of period and absorber thickness.
Generally, we note from Figs. 6 and 7 that our theoretical
model with flat interfaces describes the guided modes struc-
ture relatively well in s-polarization, but the correspondence
is less satisfactory for p-polarization. In one instance (right-
hand panel of Fig. 7) none of the theoretical modes matched
to an observed series of resonances, and no better agreement
could be obtained by changing the thickness of the guiding
layer within the experimental tolerances.
From the experiment it appears rather unsystematic
whether a given mode gets excited or not, and simple rules
for predicting such excitations or their coupling strength do
not exist. For gratings with mirror symmetry, it was pro-
posed that normally incident light should not couple to odd
orders.11 This might seem contradictory to the shown experi-
ments where even and odd orders get excited, however, note
that Ref. 11 considers symmetry with respect to the x-direc-
tion, whereas the order of guided modes refers to their sym-
metry along the z-direction. Moreover, it is difficult to
classify our experimental situation; Fig. 1 shows that the
weak asymmetry of the grating substrate is quickly smooth-
ened out into a rather symmetric dome-like shape toward the
front interface. In this case, the only way to assess absorption
enhancement is by rigorous numerical solution of Maxwell’s
equations for the multilayer structure, taking into account the
exact nature of all interfaces. Based on such techniques, sig-
nificant absorption enhancement has been predicted for bi-
nary and ideally blazed gratings;29–31 tailoring of surface
textures for solar cells is still a rather young field.32 More-
over, not all theoretically imaginable shapes are also feasible
for solar cell processing. Figure 1 illustrates that pointed
structures will become rounded, whereas valleys tend to de-
velop a deep pinch, which is undesirable in terms of electric
performance.33 The conformality of the growth processes is
not sufficient to manufacture exactly reproduced interfaces
that underlie most of the numeric solutions, but in general it
also prevents the combination of flat and textured interfaces
if any such combinations were desired.
VIII. A NOTE ON STATISTICAL COUPLED MODE
THEORY
Theoretical predictions of the light path enhancement
assume a statistical distribution of the incident light intensity
between loss channels (reflection and transmission) and
absorption, either in terms of continuous modal densities (Ref.
8), or by taking into account a combination of discrete diffrac-
tion orders and waveguide modes (Refs. 11 and 12). The latter
approach identifies the waveguide modes with a reciprocal
coordinate along the z-direction; thus, the definition of Eq. (1)
leads to an equidistant grid with spacing of p/d. Except for the
restriction to positive orders, this is similar to the definition of
the reciprocal space in the x-direction in multiples of 2p/L,
where L is the periodicity. Note that the extension of the kz-
coordinate toward negative mode numbers in Ref. 11 is com-
pensated by doubling the spacing of the lattice points to 2p/d,
thus introducing a small error by also counting trivial orders
with m¼ 0 along the horizontal axis.
We used Eq. (1) and our numerical mode structures for
a conversion of the dispersion diagram into k-space as shown
FIG. 6. (Color online) Measured dispersion diagrams after reduction into
the first Brillouin zone. The left- and right-hand panels show s- and p-polar-
ization, respectively. Open stars denote resonances that have been measured
by angle and polarization resolved EQE on a cell with 560 nm periodicity,
small symbols reproduce the numerical modal structure of Fig. 3.
FIG. 7. (Color online) Same as Fig. 6, but measured on a grating with perio-
dicity of 833 nm.
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in Fig. 8. The light trapping region corresponds to the area
between the two circle sectors that represent light with 1.6
and 2.0 eV. Figure 8 illustrates that the changes in the effec-
tive waveguide thickness with mode number and energy dis-
tort the lattice toward a higher density of lattice points,
particularly in the region of low k0jj. The modes due to s- and
p-polarization approach the theoretical grid only asymptoti-
cally, resulting in a distortion that is quite significant for a
thin absorber layer of 200 nm, and still noticeable when the
absorber thickness is increased to 600 nm. Because the dis-
tortion is an inherent consequence of the chosen combination
of materials and their respective thickness, it must be deter-
mined for each case. As further difference to the ideal model,
the cutoff condition of the real waveguide defines a region
around the kz-axis where no coupling to waveguide modes
takes place. Note that we may still observe a certain amount
of absorption enhancement by interference effects in this
region; counting these instances as modes may therefore be
justified to a certain extent.
We finish this section by comparing different procedures
of the statistical analysis of the 1D periodic cell configura-
tions with thin ITO (65 nm). We follow the procedure of
Ref. 11, but we maintain the discrete nature of the k-space
grids shown in Fig. 8. As only simplification to the counting
procedure, we use a uniform energy interval Dx of 0.1 eV. If
N is the number of propagating diffraction orders outside of
the solar cell structure at an energy x and DM is the number
of grid points in the distorted k-space in the energy interval
between x and xþDx, then the enhancement factor F for
1D periodicity is given by Eq. (7) of Ref. 11:
F ¼ 2pc
ndDx
DM
N
: (3)
Figure 9 compares F for two different counting schemes that
were applied to the case of the 200-nm-thick silicon layer
and two different grating periods. As before, low energies
are included for illustration only; while reflection measure-
ments clearly show enhanced parasitic absorption in this
region,19 it is not very meaningful from a solar cell perspec-
tive to define absorption enhancement for energies below the
band gap of the absorber layer. Moreover, the number of
interactions is clearly too small to justify a statistic treat-
ment. Despite these shortcomings in terms of experimental
applicability, it is still possible to compare the models among
themselves, and to judge in which spectral region their use is
justified; the realistic model ranges considerably below the
model based on a rectangular k-space according to Eq. (1),
and also below the continuous model. We attribute this ob-
servation to the fact that the former case counts neither triv-
ial resonances along the axis of k||, nor those to the left of the
cutoff region.
We turn to a case where the statistic approach becomes
more applicable, i.e., an absorber layer thickness of 600
nm. Although this is too thick for current state-of-the-art
solar cells based on amorphous silicon, it is among the
range of acceptable thicknesses for microcrystalline bottom
cells in a recent generation of thin tandem cells that are
FIG. 8. (Color online) Illustration of reciprocal space distortion
for s- (left-hand side) and p-polarization (right-hand side); thick,
thin, and dashed lines represent the standard cell, a cell with thick
ITO (210 nm), and a cell with thick i-layer (600 nm), respec-
tively. The rectangular grid illustrates the periodicity of a grating
with L¼ 560 nm (vertical lines) and the modes related to the
idealized waveguide (horizontal lines). The separation is p/d,
using d equal to 200 (full) and 600 nm (dashed), numbers
between the panels give the mode number. Circle sectors illus-
trate the energy range of light trapping between 1.6 and 2.0 eV.
FIG. 9. (Color online) Statistical determination of the absorption enhance-
ment for a cell stack with a 200-nm-thick absorber layer on gratings with
two different periodicities. Stars denote the idealized waveguide, squares
and circles represent s- and p-polarized modes of the realistic waveguide,
respectively. The saw-tooth line shows the limiting behavior for semicontin-
uous mode density. Note that the small number of interactions makes this
plot merely illustrative, a statistically more relevant case is shown in Fig. 10
for the case of a thicker absorber layer.
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attractive because of high production throughput.34 Keep-
ing in mind the small differences in refractive index
between amorphous and microcrystalline silicon, the results
shown in Fig. 10 are very close to the properties of the lat-
ter cell type, and the higher number of resonances in the
thicker absorber layer makes the statistical treatment more
justified. In Fig. 10, the data of realistic and idealized cells
are closer, but a lower average for realistic counting is
nevertheless distinguishable within the fluctuations. In
favor of the idealized model, we may conclude that the
remaining distortion toward a higher density of resonances
in the realistic description may almost compensate the
counting errors of the idealized waveguide with its rectan-
gular grid. Both discrete models exhibit clearly visible step
changes at wavelengths corresponding to the grating period
or integer fractions thereof. These are related to sudden
changes in the number of external radiation modes by the
onset of higher diffraction orders. Their occurrence shows
that radiation losses must be treated with discrete counting.
Compared to the data in Fig. 9, Fig. 10 shows that the fluc-
tuations are much reduced in the discrete data of the 600-
nm-thick absorber layer; the points approach already very
closely to the saw-tooth-like characteristic that assumes a
continuous distribution of the resonances within the wave-
guide, but keeps the discrete nature of the radiation modes.
Note that exactly this aspect, i.e., the discrete nature of
the loss channels gives rise to absorption enhancement
beyond previously reported limits;11 instead of pn, a 1D case
may exhibit enhancement factors F1D of up to 2pn at ener-
gies just below (i.e. wavelengths just above) the onset of the
first order diffraction modes, likewise, on a 2D grating F2D
can be as high as 4pn2 instead of the 4n2 limit of Yablono-
vitch and Cody.
IX. LIGHT PATH ENHANCEMENT IN CELLS
CONFIGURATIONS WITH THICK TRANSPARENT
CONDUCTING OXIDES
In this section we would like to discuss a second aspect of
the distortion of k-space shown in Fig. 8. Among the samples
with different ITO thicknesses, the one with the thicker layer
shows a higher density of modes directly after cut-off, but
almost unchanged characteristic for high k|| values. Figure 4
reveals that the attenuation of these modes is largely domi-
nated by the absorption of ITO, not silicon. As mentioned ear-
lier, the same effect is observed for thicker ZnO buffer layers,
and applies therefore also to cell designs with thick front con-
tacts, e.g., cells using textured SnO2:F or ZnO contacts with
thickness between 600 and 2000 nm.16,35 In these cases, the
low index layers are thick enough to support their own guided
modes, resulting in three clearly defined regimes in k-space; a
continuum of “air-like” modes to the right of the cutoff,
“TCO-like” modes (for transparent conducting oxide) between
cutoff and a transitional region, and “silicon-like” modes to
the right of this transition. Because absorption in realistic con-
tact materials is comparable to, if not higher than, silicon
throughout the light trapping region (cf. Fig. 4), it is no longer
appropriate to consider all interactions in the energy interval
between x and xþDx. Instead, for cells with thick contact
layers, statistics should be extended only over interactions to
the right of the “transition” in Fig. 8. Equivalently, counting
of interactions can be carried out in a nonreduced dispersion
diagram like Fig. 3, considering only interactions between the
light lines of TCO and silicon.
To illustrate this point, Fig. 11 compares the dispersion
diagrams a free-standing 200-nm-thick slab of silicon and the
cell with the 210-nm-thick ITO of Fig. 3. As discussed before,
larger thicknesses would be desirable for statistic treatment,
but the central aspects of the following argument are also
observed in the shown case with relatively thin films. First,
we note that the dispersion diagram separates into two rela-
tively independent waveguides; the effect is very clear for s-
polarized light, but not yet fully pronounced in p-polarization
for the shown thicknesses. Second, the absorption enhance-
ment in a thick TCO “cladding” is obtained by counting the
interactions between the light lines of air and the one of TCO,
resulting in 4n2TCO (Ref. 13). Third, assessing the absorption
enhancement in the silicon slab requires counting of all inter-
actions between the light lines of air and silicon, resulting in
FIG. 10. (Color online) Enhancement factor for a cell stack on gratings with
two different periodicities using a 600-nm-thick absorber layer. Lines and
symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 9.
FIG. 11. (Color online) Dispersion diagram for the solar cell with 210 nm
of ITO (cf. Fig. 3, lines) and for a 200-nm-thick slab of silicon delimited by
air (symbols). As before, light lines are dashed, and the left- and right-hand
panels denote s- and p-polarization, respectively.
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4n2Si. Finally, we note that the interactions that enhance the
absorption within the silicon layer of a device, take place
between the light lines of TCO and silicon; the corresponding
enhancement is therefore given by 4 n2Si  n2TCO
 
. Note that
this argument relies on two assumptions; the TCO contacts
are thick, and their absorption is not negligible. If the latter
were not the case, light that is guided in the cladding would
eventually scatter into the silicon film or out of the device.
Assuming approximate values of nSi  4 and nTCO  2, our
conservative estimate of the enhancement is close to 50, thus
it still exceeds most experimental results. In periodic struc-
tures, peak absorption enhancement just below the appearance
of first-order diffraction modes will be given by F1D¼ 2p(nSi
– nTCO) and F2D¼ 4p n2Si  n2TCO
 
for 1D and 2D gratings,
respectively.
X. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the absorption enhancement that can be
achieved in thin film silicon solar cells by light scattering at
textured interfaces. In the experimental part, we were able to
relate the absorption enhancement in solar cells with periodic
interface texture to a resonant excitation of waveguide modes.
Combining 1D gratings and a variation of the incident angle
allowed us to map out the modal structure independently for
both polarization directions in a wide range of the Brillouin
zone, and to compare it to a theoretical prediction of the dis-
persion relation for a realistic device structure. In the theoreti-
cal part, we applied our experimentally verified model of the
mode structure to a recent prediction of the absorption
enhancement based on a statistic distribution of energy among
the modes of an idealized waveguide. Taking into account the
fact that the propagation in a multilayer waveguide can be
dominated by more than one of the constituent media, we pro-
pose to restrict the statistics only to those modes that represent
the desired absorption in silicon. We conclude that conven-
tional configurations of silicon thin film solar cells with thick
and nonideal contacts may not attain the well-known Yablo-
novitch limit of 4n2Si; instead, the upper limit of absorption
enhancement is given by a more conservative value of
4 n2Si  n2TCO
 
. For adequately designed 2D gratings, the lim-
iting value is higher by a factor of p in a small wavelength
interval just above the grating period.
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